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We love a car that is full of all the latest and greatest features. Our cars feel like spaceships with all the different functions that we pack inside them. It's a shame that we usually have to buy the newest car to get all the newest features. It can be frustrating when you are only modeling the year behind and you are missing something new and exciting. Frustration only grows when it's
something seemingly simple, like adding an Apple CarPlay or Amazon Alexa. With some new cars, you'd think it might just be a software update. Well, for the 2018 Toyota Camry and Sienna it could be a simple upgrade. As you install Apple CarPlay in the 2018 Toyota Camry and Sienna Tuck, it can't be as easy as downloading a new app on your phone. Toyota recently
announced that it plans to help upgrade the 2018 Toyota Camry and 2018 Toyota Sienna. This update will make the cars compatible with Apple CarPlay and Amazon Alexa. It's a small boost to make your car that much more exciting and fun. Upgrading is not as easy as updating your phone. Drivers can bring their Camry or Sienna to the dealership and let the technicians install it
for you. Drivers can expect notifications that will encourage them to schedule a meeting and provide them with more information. This update brings your car a little further into the future. What are the good summer accessories for your car? Finance 2018 Toyota Camry or Toyota Sienna in Santa Maria, California We have a lot of 2018 Toyota Camry and Toyota Sienna vehicles to
view and explore. You can schedule a test drive with any vehicle if you want to test them for yourself. Feel free to call with any questions and we would be more than happy to help. I never understood this line of thinking. There are many things more important than a stupid system of integrating your phone into a car, but it amazes me with the amount of these kinds of comments.
Will not pay for Isofix seats, extra airbags, winter package, (heated front screen, etc.), not suitable winter tires when needed. But yes, Carplay is a must. You're completely missing the point. People are not going to buy a car just because it has CarPlay support. People usually cross the vehicle store in the same class/price range. If two vehicles are similar, but one has a CarPlay,
then it can easily be enough to affect the buyer to choose this car. Modern vehicles are pretty competitive and you are not going to find two vehicles in the same class/price where one is fully loaded and the other is a basic model. Rating: 7 votes (as I disagree) Thanks to the appearance of quick, simple software updates, the car with which left the dealership, may be eligible for an
upgrade or two in the future, resulting in new features that were not part of the original purchase decision. It's a case for two Toyota models and software that many people feel damn almost necessary in 2019.Toyota announced last week that two 2018 models are available to update the software that adds both Apple to Apple and Amazon Alexa compatibility. Owners of suitable
2018 Toyota Camry sedans and 2018 Toyota Sienna minivans will soon receive a call from Toyota that will encourage them to head to the dealership and software added to their cars. This will be a huge boon for buyers by 2018, as Toyota has announced that many of the 2019 and most 2020 cars will have Apple CarPlay and Amazon's Alexa integration. Alexa compatibility is
new, but it allows you to access Alexa's capabilities from behind the steering wheel, making sure your lights are installed correctly or any of the other set things you can do with an Amazon assistant. Apple CarPlay, at the moment, is a must-have for many buyers, as it allows you to manage the iPhone through a special infotainment interface. While some automakers may push
these updates by air, it will be up to Sienna and Camry owners to head to a physical dealer for a software update that doesn't have to take very long to actually install on the car's head unit. When asked about the cost, Toyota objected by email, saying that customers should contact dealers for more information and that there could be a small service charge to install. Originally
published April 29, 11:33 a.m. PT. Update, 12:23 p.m.: Updated with manufacturer guidance on price updates. See all photos No. 42 More In Motion to strengthen its image and branding with its multimedia entertainment features and benefits, Toyota offers software update to upgrade the 2018 Camry and 2018 Sienna vehicles with the popular Apple CarPlay program. They will
also update the system with Amazon Alexa compatibility as well. On a side note, Android Auto will not be included in this update, for all Google users reading this. Owners Camry and Sienna will be notified by email from May 15 and will be working during the summer. They will be instructed to contact their local Toyota service departments to schedule their destination software
updates. Based on the initial testing, the installation time will run from 15 minutes to one hour. The average installation time is an average of 30 minutes so far. The length of time you'll actually wait at your dealership for a full installation depends on the traditional waiting time for each individual dealer. Toyota recommends that dealers perform this installation on a free basis for
customers in order to improve their image as a leader in multimedia technology. However, they caution this is determined by each dealership, and that there may be a small installation fee charged. I bought my 2018 Toyota Camry XLE a year ago and I was disappointed to learn Toyota is adding an Apple CarPlay for 2019 next year (see 2019 Toyota RAV4 Trim Levels Explained).
I even briefly reviewed the trading mine during 2019 to take advantage of CarPlay. I couldn't be more excited by this news that I will be rewarded for my loyalty rather than being punished. I hope many others can take advantage of this exciting update! Update! Are you thinking about this news? Will you plan to update Apple CarPlay this summer too? In addition to writing for
Torque News, I also run a popular Toyota review and a how-to YouTube channel called Toyotajeff in Raleigh. I encourage everyone to check it out and subscribe. Also see: Man for a million miles Tacoma. You can contact Jeff Teath on Twitter @toyotajeff1 and tweet him tips for new stories. If you've made it to this blog, then it should come as no surprise that starting with the 2018
model year Toyota has finally included Apple CarPlay as an affordable feature in some models. Apple CarPlay is tied to the Infotainment System Toyota Entune 3.0, and models with this feature should also have access to Apple CarPlay as soon as drivers all hire. Learn more about how to connect Entune 3.0-equipped Toyota with Apple CarPlay below. More: 2019 Toyota RAV4
Audio Technology and Features How to connect your Toyota with Apple CarPlay In the settings menu on your smartphone, include Siri and Apple CarPlay Include CarPlay in your Toyota by clicking the menu - General - Apple CarPlay - When using Apple's lightning cable, connect your smartphone to your Toyota model hint will appear on your phone with a choice to one time,
always turn on, or not turn on. Enable once will allow a one-time connection with Apple CarPlay - great for renting cars. Always turn on will keep your Apple CarPlay system activated indefinitely - great for your everyday car. More: What Changes Can We Expect From Toyota Entune 3.0? Find Apple CarPlay-Equipped Models on Toyota's Serra Now, Toyota Entune 3.0
infotainment system with Apple CarPlay compatibility is available on the 2018 Toyota Camry, 2018 Toyota Sienna, 2018 Toyota Mirai, 2019 Toyota Avalon, 2019 Toyota Corolla Hatchback, and 2019 Toyota C-HR. Although, this list is likely to expand as the new 2019 Toyota models become available. Car buyers looking for a new Toyota model equipped with the Apple CarPlay can
find a selection of cars that meet their needs at the Serra Toyota dealership in Birmingham, Alabama. To find the best Toyota model for you, browse our online inventory pages or visit a dealership to talk to one of our team members one-on-one. Then, once you find a model that you like, you can set up a test drive and talk to our financial team about rental or purchase options.
Purchase.
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